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Ready to Ditch Cable or 
Satellite TV? 

There are a lot of things to consider before you become a full-time cord 
cutter.  

These three are the most important: 

1. Go Slowly

2. Test it out BEFORE you Cut the Cord

3. Most Importantly – see #1



Cable or Dish (Satellite) TV was once the ultimate entertainment 

necessity. Unfortunately, the over-the-air days of VHF/UHF 

television signals couldn't keep up with voracious viewers who 

wanted more, and more channels. Having a cable directly 

pumping all that content into your home became the norm, and 

the cable providers—who likely provided your high-speed 

broadband internet access as well knew they had you on the hook. 

However, cable providers didn't factor in that the same internet 

they provided would eventually become their worst enemy. 

Today faster internet connections and an abundance of android 

based streaming media devices has led to the demise of the 

Internet Service Provider’s (ISP) traditional cable service. More 

and more viewers now realize they can save huge amounts of 

money each month and have streaming service. Yes Virginia, 

there is an alternative.  



Disney+, HBO, Hulu, Netflix and Amazon Prime Video are just 

a few of the services that are helping viewers “cut the cord” and 

do away with traditional cable TV services. These services 

provide their programming directly over the internet without the 

need of a cable or dish company’s TV service.  

Cord cutting originally meant no more paying a huge monthly fee 

for thousands of hours of TV you didn't watch (in theory). Instead, 

you purchased individual services at a lower monthly subscription 

fee for a la carte programming, paying for only what you watched. 

Today with the advent of new technologies, cord cutting can 

result in having thousands of TV channels from around the world, 

including your favorites, at your fingertips. As well, you have the 

ability to watch tens of thousands of movie titles at a fraction of 

the subscription fee previously paid to your cable or dish 

provider.  



According to eMarketer the number of cable and dish pay TV 

subscribers will have dropped from 100.5 million in 2015 to  

about 72.7 million subscribers in the US by 2023.  

Don’t feel too bad for the cable & dish companies however. 

They’re not losing those customers entirely. Most cable and dish 

TV providers are also ISPs. If you plan to cut the cord you will 

still need a good high-speed internet service to carry the TV signal 

into your home.  

Beware however – a strong Internet “down speed” is not all you’ll 

need to fully enjoy everything you are currently paying for with 

your cable or dish provider.  

Over The Air Antennas 



On June 12, 2009, the FCC required all high-power analog U.S. 

television stations to turn off their analogue signals and move to 

a digital-only transmission. That being said, you should 

understand the major TV networks, and their affiliates, continue 

to offer FREE over the air (OTA) programming. In many cases 

network affiliates also broadcast old reruns on sub channels. In 

order to receive these High Definition (HD) digital broadcasts all 

you need is a simple digital antenna. A digital antenna doesn’t 

look like the old “rabbit ears” or the huge roof mounted structures 

used in the last century. Most new units are smaller than an 8.” x 

11” piece of paper.  

HD digital antennas are sold based on range. Some also provide 

electric amplification which might help boost a very weak signal 

to one that is usable by your TV. Therefore, you might want to 

check a website like TV fool.com for a list of the broadcast station 



locations near your location. If you can position your antenna 

facing the nearest broadcast transmitter, all the better. Don't be 

surprised if you don't get access to any stations, or to only a few. 

HD Digital TV signal is very directional and the strength may 

vary depending on how far you are from the broadcast tower. 

Even though the setup is easy. You'll still have to play with 

antenna position to maximize reception—just like fiddling with 

those old “rabbit ears”. We currently receive 21 channels over the 

air at our home. Our digital amplified antenna cost about $45. 

That alone is a $124 a year savings over basic cable.    

Streaming Media Devices and Smart TVs 

There are numerous ways to watch Internet Protocol TV (IPTV). 

You can stream onto your phone, tablet, computer, or the TV 

itself. All that is needed is an access point to the INTERNET and 



the app for whichever service you wish to watch. With a HDMI 

cable between them, you could even download a show onto your 

laptop or broadcast onto your cell phone and cast that image onto 

your TV.  

Now we can’t forget the TV. Recent research indicated that nearly 

70% of homes in America have their TV connected to the internet 

in one way or another. Today, most TVs sold are “Smart TVs”. 

Smart TVs have apps, and network integration preloaded into 

them ready to “plug and play” on the internet. Depending on the 

level of cord cutting you want that may be sufficient to meet your 

cord cutting needs. However, it’s important to note that many 

Smart TVs limit the types of additional applications (APKs) that 

can be directly loaded onto the TV. This situation might cause 

you to consider purchasing an additional Android Streaming 



Device. If your TV has Roku already integrated you might not 

even need an additional device.  

If not, you might want to get a Streaming Media Device. These 

devices come in many form factors. They could be a gaming 

console, a Blu-ray player that supports streaming apps, or the 

more popular form factors – the thumb-drive size unit that plugs 

into one of your TV’s HDMI ports or a more robust set-top box. 

For a thumb-drive sized unit, our clients tend to favor the Amazon 

TV Fire Stick over the Roku products. For less than $40 the Fire 

Stick is a simple and clean solution. We use it on one of your TVs. 

When it comes to the more robust set-top units any of the 4K 

Android 9 units seem to work well and provide the extra memory 

for recording and the speed desired by streaming enthusiasts. 



Know Your Streaming Services and The 

Support That Comes with It 

In April 2018 when my wife and I attended a local Spring Home 

Show we were satellite TV subscribers with a monthly TV bill of 

over $125. The satellite service was great until the dish was 

covered with 3” of snow or there was a thunderstorm sitting 

between us and the satellite. Needless to say, when we passed by 

a booth offering hundreds of channels, including our favorites – 

(less local channels), over the internet for a One-Time fee of only 

$350 the return on investment (ROI) was simple – three months. 

And we owned the equipment! Once I had the set-top box 

connected to our home network we had Live Streaming TV. All 

those amazing channels, thousands of them, just as the salesman 

had shown at his booth. No longer did I have to worry about going 

out and removing the snow from the dish.  



After a month of making sure we were happy with the situation 

we canceled our satellite subscription and returned their 

equipment. Another month went by and we noticed that various 

channels were buffering. Oh, and some weren’t available at all. 

We called the “support” number listed on the receipt only to get 

a recording. When we did finally connect their only response was 

to check our internet speed and reboot our box. After increasing 

our internet-speed the regularity of the buffering decreased. Then 

we realized our next issue. With streaming, like cable and dish, 

each TV must have its own media device. Looking online for a 

second device I came across a gentleman who has since become 

our mentor and business partner in our efforts to promote credible 

streamlining TV.  



Over the years, technology has changed, apps have become better 

and more intuitive. Services have been upgraded. However, one 

thing that has remained constant is customer support, be it 

through a Facebook group, text or over the phone. It was first 

class when we met this gentleman and today it remains world 

class. The Internet Protocol TV (IPTV) industry is constantly 

changing. On occasion that change can generate minor, 

temporary, frustrations. For me the support I receive and in turn 

pass on to my clients is critical to bridging those frustrations and 

validating their decision to trust us with their business.  

LIVE and VOD 

There are basically two types of IPTV apps you can use to watch 

TV over the Internet. For the cord-cutter they are either Live TV 

or Video On Demand. On Demand Apps – These are the ones you 



see advertised most often while you are watching TV – Amazon 

Prime Video, Disney+, Netflix, HBO and Hulu are just a few. 

They charge a monthly fee from about $5 -$15. You watch any of 

their content whenever you want. Some of their offerings are 

original content movies or series such as: House of Cards, The 

Crown or The Mandalorian.  

Live TV Apps, on the other hand, provide a cable-like 

entertainment experience. Their service feels and looks like cable 

over the internet without the cost of a cable subscription. The 

channels are often the same or more and can include different 

regional, national and international content along with local 

national and international sports. Did you miss 60 Minutes when 

it broadcast on the East Coast? Watch it two hours later on a 

Denver station or three hours later from LA. Are you an English 

Football (soccer) fan – watch your favorite team live from 



London. Some Live services include the sports packages from the 

major professional sports organizations such as the NFL, MLB, 

NBA and NHL.  

The service we promote offers not only these but literally 

thousands more from the US and around the world.  

Net Neutrality 

Simply put, net neutrality is the principle of open access to the 

internet. It enables users to access the services they want without 

interferences from their internet service provider (ISP). In 2015, 

the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) 

comprehensively codified net neutrality protections by using its 

authority under Title II of the Communications Act of 1934 to 

classify ISPs – like Comcast and AT&T – as common carriers. 

Under this approach, the FCC articulated three bright line rules 



that ISPs must adhere to: (1) no blocking content; (2) no speeding 

or slowing content; and (3) no engaging in paid prioritization 

schemes where customers could be charged special fees for 

improved access. 

Despite wide-ranging objections, the FCC, voted in 2017 to 

repeal existing net neutrality rules— which up until then, had 

stopped big cable and telecommunications companies like 

Comcast, Verizon, and AT&T from controlling the flow of ideas 

and information online. The FCC’s repeal went into effect on 

June 11, 2018. ISPs now have the ability and economic incentive 

to block, throttle, or prioritize content of their choosing. As a 

result, ISPs, can now undermine free expression, competition, 

innovation, and consumer choice in favor of their own bottom 

lines. 



To avoid this throttling and content blocking, you could use a 

Virtual Private Network (VPN). 

Virtual Private Network (VPN). 

As long as you are NOY using the ISP’s free router, a VPN 

service routes your internet traffic through a VPN server, 

encrypting it and making it invisible to ISPs and hackers. This 

way the ISP can’t see your browsing habits and cannot throttle 

your connection or interfere in any other ways. Remember, 

however, that it doesn’t make you completely invisible to your 

ISP. They still know who you are and that you’re connected to a 

VPN. It's just that your traffic will look gibberish to them. Of 

course, streaming services are not taking this lightly and many of 

them have attempted to crack down on the practice. FYI, most 



VPNs have a trial or free service you can test to see if it gives you 

access to content you may not otherwise have.  

Does Cord Cutting REALLY Cut Cost? 

Cord cutting has its conveniences, but will it really save you cash? 

The most recent report from the FCC (2018) set the nationwide 

average cost of expanded basic cable TV per month at $71.37. 

Add to that watching Netflix, HBO, Hulu, Amazon Prime Video 

and Showtime could represent an additional $50 in subscription 

fees. Those don’t take into consideration the Professional Sports 

packages or Local Station packages mentioned earlier.  

As a result of all those add on fees, not to mention contracts, and 

equipment rentals, a recent study by Lend EDU found that in 2018 

the average home saved $115.33 per month after switching to 

IPTV.  



Consider This as a Cable / Dish Alternative 

The RV TV Club 

The RVTV Club is primarily a US / Canadian, English language-based IPTV 
service. It provides thousands of movies, the latest TV series, 1,500+ US / 
Canadian mainstream channels, including sports streaming such as the NFL, 
UFC, NBA, MLB, League, etc. All media sources are updated and maintained 
daily! The RVTV Club offers a comprehensive entertainment plan to meet 
your viewing needs. 

For only $150 a YEAR! 
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